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All blockchain books combined in a single bundle. Four books, four times the value! Book 1:

Blockchain is an often-misunderstood technology. It has been a hype, a thing in the past, and many

people are talking about it. But what is it? How do you use it? What consequences does it have? All

of these questions and more will be answered in this book. The expert/author wrote, among

others:How blockchain is different from bitcoin (and similar to it).The domino effect blockchain

causes on banks, institutions, corporations, and governments.Contracts, apps, and financing

strategies to utilize blockchain to your advantage.Elaborate and controversial thoughts about the

development and future of blockchain.Legal implications and economical effects of

blockchain.Barriers and challenges, as well as simple ways to overcome those.Book 2: The more

sophisticated specifics of blockchain programming will be discussed in this book. You will read

about things you might not have encountered yet and expand your knowledge about this popular

way of using software and ethereum to achieve monetary and accuracy purposes. You will read,

among others:What ethereum is and how to use it.Login systems that use ethereum.Several ways

of understanding how bitcoin is related to it all, and the concept behind it.All about smart contracts

and storing data.Java coding that involves blockchain technology.Facts and thoughts about the

Decentralized Autonomous Organization (DAO).And much more!Book 3: Youâ€™ve learned the

specifics of blockchain technology. Youâ€™ve become the ultimate expert geek on this subject.

Youâ€™ve read my other books, and you know how it all works. So now what? Well, now itâ€™s

time for you to apply these things in real life. Thatâ€™s why I added this book to the series to show

you, for instance:The recent blockchain developments and how to stay up-to-date.What ethereum is

and how to use it.The shifts in the industry and the kinds of employers who need people like

you.How blockchain technology influences the cyber security systems, music industry and gaming

industry.Threats to the system and the programming methods.All about investing, supply chains,

and more.Book 4: A different angleâ€¦ a different twist to the elaborate uses of blockchain technology

you should know more about! Added to the previous books Iâ€™ve written, I felt inspired to increase

your expertise in this particular area and share my knowledge with the world. In this guide, you can

learn about:Ethereum and the connection to the Decentralized Consensus Network.The basics of

DAPP.Javascript API specifics related to blockchain technology.Methods to contract

storage.Alethzero and other software specifics.Coding, typing, and data values you need to

understand. Transactions, pulling data, and structuring.
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This book is a must read to understand and have ideas on all the promises of the Blockchain

Technology and what is already being done today with it. if blockchain is successful it will change

many institutions and industries we take as granted today. Read it if you want to understand and be

part of this disruption.

This is a great book bundle for anyone that has no idea what the impact of Bitcoin is. For those that

know the Bitcoin ecosystem, it gives you good solid principles to think about. It gives you some

roads to ponder about how to build things-or invest in things.

I learned a lot from this excellent book 4 book bundle. I Recommend for high level overview of

business uses for blockchain. Developers looking for technical information should look for other

books.

This is a great book bundle. It really got me thinking about all of the possible solutions the



blockchain can provide.

Gives a great basic - layman's terms on what this new technology is. It does cover more than just

Bitcoin applications for this technology and what else Blockchain can do for many. A must read for

those who are interested in the future of web-based technology.

An awesome collection of very informative information. I learned a lot important information.

Easy to read, emphasis is on how business will be impacted; points to new characteristics and

values block chain will introduce in how we do business. May need multiple reads to fully digest the

opportunities for those looking to play any role.

A very comprehensive and user friendly collection of blockchain books. A good buy.
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